G7 Jogger™ Pet Stroller Instructions
Patterns vary

Parts List

Front Wheel

Front Wheel Assembly

Stroller Frame

Parent Tray

Rear Wheels and Axle

How to assemble your new stroller
Step 1

Step 2

Assemble wheel onto the front fork

Assemble front wheel assembly to the frame

1. Attach front wheel to front wheel assembly. Be
sure to insert silver colored tooth on the wheel
into the open groove on the front wheel fork.

1. Attach the front wheel onto the front wheel forks

2. Twist long silver colored lever and tighten by
pulling lever up to lock wheel onto the fork.

3. Push the front wheel onto the front forks until
Valco buttons snap into place

2. Insure that the Valco buttons on the fork are in
correct position with the wheel
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Stroller assembly continued
Step 3

Step 4

Attach rear wheels to axle
1. Pull silver tab on wheel while
inserting center of wheel onto
the axle. (See arrow on
picture to the left)
2. Press firmly on wheel to
ensure a tight fit.
3. Repeat 1 & 2 to insert second
wheel on axle.

Step 5

Assemble rear wheel assembly
to the stroller frame
1. Insert wheel assembly into
both steel tubes.
2. Listen for the snap of the
valco button to be sure
assembly is firmly attached.

Attach parent tray
1. Place parent tray on handle
bar and align side holes on
both sides of the tray (see
arrows above) with knobs
on steel tubing and snap
into place.

3. You can verify a secure fit by
lifting up on the plastic (see
arrows above) if you can see the
silver colored valco buttons.

Folding the stroller

Opening the stroller

1. Unzip the pet compartment and remove pet

1. Unlatch locking mechanism.

2. Remove items from storage basket

2. Lift up on handle and pull stroller open to
upright position.

3. Using the Smart-Fold Handle Mechanism push the
red button on the underside of the mechanism
4. Next while holding the red button in, squeeze the red
handle completely on the front of mechanism

3. Be sure stroller frame locks into place at the
hinges as seen in image #1 with white arrow.

5. Push the stroller handle down-ward to fold the stroller

How to care for your new stroller
• Clean Fabric with mild household soap and warm water.
• Clean Stroller frame with mild household soap and warm water.
• If wheel squeaks or rotates with difficulty, apply light oil. (e.g. WD-40, 3-in-1, or sewing machine oil)
• Regularly check stroller for loose or missing parts and tighten or replace with Gen7Pets parts.
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